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In the automotive industry, the complexity of electronic components is increasing
rapidly. Modern functional safety standards rely on strict requirements engineering
techniques in order to ensure the safety of a given system. Current requirements
management tools on the market either suffer in their ability to handle such
constraints or are not susceptible to industrial applicability.
To solve this problem, two main questions have been focused in this master thesis.
How to visualise the requirements and their relationship to architecture and how to
provide a solution that reflects on how work is conducted today at Scania.
A prototype with focus on visualisation of requirements and their relationship to
architectures has been developed. To provide an intuitive solution that reflects on
how work is conducted, an evaluation of the prototype has been conducted.
The prototype was evaluated by engineers at Scania that works with requirements in
their daily work. The conclusion of the evaluation suggests that visualisation of
requirements and their relation to architecture could be beneficial for requirement
engineering. To keep the solution intuitive it is important to focus on filtering
methods for the visualisation in future development.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Den svensks lastbils- och busstillverkaren Scania fokuserar mycket på kvalitet och driftsäkra
lösningar. Detta innebär arbete med bland annat kravhantering på systemen i fordonen som
produceras. Krav sätts på enskilda komponenter i systemet, ett krav kan innebära att
mätarutrustningen i fordonet inte ska avvika från vad det egentligen mäter. I samband med
att dessa system blir allt mer komplexa så ökar kraven på en effektiv kravhantering på
Scania.
En standard som ännu inte implementerats (ISO26262) kräver även att man ska kunna
koppla kraven direkt till arkitekturen i systemen, detta stöds inte av verktygen i dagsläget.
Med dessa ökande krav så kommer arbetsbelastningen på ingenjörerna på Scania att öka.
Detta examensarbete har framkommit genom att undersöka alternativ till att lösa detta
problem. Målet är att undersöka alternativ för att visualisera krav och deras relation till
system arkitekturen, då det kan vara en komplex struktur. Det andra målet är att denna
visualisering ska reflektera hur arbetet utförs idag utav ingenjörerna på Scania.
För att validera att lösningen som framtagits uppfyller detta så utvecklades en prototyp.
Denna prototyp var sedan till grund för en utvärdering som genfördes kombinerat med
intervjuer av ingenjörer på Scania. Slutsatsen av utvärderingen var att visualisering utav krav
och deras koppling till arkitekturen kan vara ett starkt verktyg för framtida arbete med
kravhantering.
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Abbreviations

RMT

Requirements Management Tool

ASIL

Automotive Safety Integrity Level

ECU

Electrical Control Unit

FLD

Fuel Level Display

UFD

User Function Description

UFR

User Function Requirement

AER

Allocation Element Requirement

FAD

Function Allocation Description

WPF

Windows Presentation Foundation

SW

SoftWare

HW

HardWare

API

Application Programming Language

GUI

Graphical user interface

E/E

Electrical and Electronic

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

XML

Extensive Markup Language

Neo4J

A kind of graph database.

Mock-up

Conceptual design of model.

Cypher

A query language used with neo4j

DocArc

Documentation archive database used at Scania

Simulink

Commercial tool for modelling, simulation and testing of dynamical systems

YAML

Human readable data serialisation format
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1. Introduction
This Master´s Thesis is in the field of Information Technology conducted by two Master of
Science students at Uppsala University. The work was performed at Scania situated in
Södertälje, Sweden. Scania is a major Swedish automotive manufacturer of commercial
vehicles like trucks and buses. This thesis will focus on human computer interaction (HCI) for
the field of research.

The first chapter presents the background of the problem this thesis is based on. Furthermore
objectives and research questions are formalised from the problem background. This thesis is
a work of two students, therefore a section describing the division of work is also present in
this chapter.

1.1

Background

In the automotive domain, there is a moving trend towards systems that intervenes with the
action of the driver, e.g. emergency brake. Due to the increased functionality in these systems,
the complexity of the software and the electronic components is also increasing. There is an
increasing demand to ensure that such systems are safe, since a malfunctioning behaviour
can lead to devastating consequences. [1]

ISO 26262 is a standard, which goal is to provide freedom from unacceptable risk of physical
damage to the health of people, either directly or indirectly. ISO 26262 relies heavily on
requirements engineering in order to ensure the safety of a given system [2]. Due to ISO 26262
heavy reliance on requirement engineering the demands on engineers are high when
managing requirements. In turn, the increased demands on the engineers require tools that
can help the engineers to manage the requirement in a sufficient manner.

Despite this, there are few requirement management tools on the market that can support such
a rigorous process in practice. Previous work conducted at Scania has compared solutions
(see chapter 2.3) and concluded that current tools are either insufficient or lack susceptibility
to industry. Therefore, new tools are needed. [3]

1.2

Problem description

Strict standards and a complex nature of requirements make it challenging to visualise their
structure in a manner that captures their relation to a system architecture. An aspect that is
important when in development of a tool in this context is how to create an intuitive solution
with regards of how the engineers work with requirements today.
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To be able to evaluate the tool against engineers a prototype of the tool has to be made. The
main focus in development of this prototype and this thesis will be on how the requirements
can be presented and visualised.

1.3

Objective and research questions

This Master thesis examines a solution for developing a tool for retrieving and visualising
requirements that supports ISO 26262 functionality safety standard. The data is retrieved from
a graph database, the database contains the architecture as components with requirements
structured based on contract theory to support ISO 26262. Focus will be on how the
requirements can be visualised in a manner that corresponds to the requirements relation to
system architectures.

A brief evaluation of other requirement management tools with focus on why they are not
sufficient in this context (see chapter 3). Focus will also be on how to make the new
requirement management tool usable for engineers and reflect on how they conduct their work
today regarding requirement engineering.

The result of this research will be a developed prototype of the tool, which will be evaluated by
potential users. The evaluation will be towards users that come in contact with requirement
engineering in their work routines. Furthermore the evaluation will be concluded and formed
into guidelines. These guidelines will serve as directives for continuing development of the tool
so that a solution that is intuitive for the users can be reached.
Research questions
The following research questions cover the problems mentioned in the Thesis.
RQ1: How do we visualise the requirements and its relation to system architectures in the tool?
RQ2: How do we make the solution intuitive for the engineers that work with requirements
today?

1.4

Delimitations

This thesis is limited to 20 weeks so some delimitations are needed.
A short evaluation of other requirement tools. A more detailed evaluation would take a lot of
time due to individual testing of each tool. Also to mention is that the access to the tools has
been limited. That is why the evaluation has been limited to documentation, web and brief
feedback from users that have used it in their daily work.
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Limited to a prototype with basic functionality. Basic functionality in this case means; an
application that retrieves information and generates a visualisation that corresponds to a
requirement sample case.

From the evaluation of the prototype, some guidelines are to be proposed. Guidelines that
should be considered when continuing developing this tool. There will be no time to develop
the prototype to a new stage after the evaluation because of the 20 weeks limit.

1.5

Division of work

Division of work between the students has been done when available. At the start of the thesis,
work was conducted together with relevant material to get an understanding of the problem
background.

The thesis consist of some theoretical parts, some that could be divided, other parts were
harder to divide. Kenny has focused more on theory regarding visualisation and usability, the
HCI (Human Computer Interaction) aspect of the thesis, this theory is presented in chapter 4.
Robert has focused more on the background regarding Scania and requirement engineering,
this is presented in chapter 2. Regarding the brief evaluation of other RMT (Requirement
Management Tools), work were conducted by both students, the brief evaluation is presented
in chapter 3.

The development of the prototype were generally done by both students except for some parts
that could be divided. Kenny focused on working with the database and how to store
information. Robert focused more on implementing the interface and generating the graph.
Except for this division, both students has discussed the design decisions and functionality of
the prototype.

The interviews and evaluation of the prototype was done by both students. When conducting
the interviews one student acted as a secretary (wrote down the interview while it was
conducted). The other student acted as the interview leader, direct contact with the interviewee
and chose the direction of the interview. The evaluation part were conducted by both students
due to the need of a discussion of the result.

Despite the division of work, both students has been involved in all work at some degree.
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1.6


Thesis structure

Chapter 2 Background: Presents background about Scania and information about
requirement engineering.



Chapter 3 Evaluation of existing Requirement Management Tools: A brief evaluation of
requirement management tools that exists on the market today.



Chapter 4 Theory: This chapter presents theory that are of interest for solving the
research questions. Areas covered are: usability, visualisation, contract theory and
graph theory.



Chapter 5 Method: Describes the methods that have been used to answer the research
questions. Furthermore this chapter describes how data has been acquired and
structure of the evaluation.



Chapter 6: Result: Result from literature studies, development of prototype and
evaluation of prototype.



Chapter 7 Analyse and Conclusion: In this chapter the result from the evaluation is
analysed and concluded.



Chapter 8 Future work: Future work that has to be done according to the conclusion of
this thesis.



Chapter 9 Discussion: Discussion on what has gone well and what has gone bad.



Chapter 10 Bibliography: References that has been used in this thesis.



Appendix is placed last in the report. Contains summary of interviews, interview

foundation and early brainstorming documents.
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2. Background
This chapter includes a short background about Scania and its products. It also presents
information about requirement engineering and how Scania works with it.

2.1

Background about Scania

Scania is one of the leading production companies of heavy trucks, busses and industry- and
marine motors. Scania is situated in 100 different countries and have 35000 employees. 2400
works in research and development where most of them are located in Sweden. [4]
One of the larger departments at Scania is the IT department. The working model in the IT
department could be described with this so called “IT house”.

Figure 1: Core values and principles at IT Scania [5]
Figure 1 above shows how they work with principles, priorities and standards when working
towards their goals [5].

One of the priorities of Scania is safety. It is about working to keep their vehicles safe. Scania
actively work to minimise the risk of a systems within the vehicles from malfunctioning or acting
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out of order. [5]. For this to be able to work specific requirements have to be set on the systems
in the vehicles.

2.2

Requirement engineering

Requirement engineering is the engineering discipline of establishing user requirements and
specifying the needs of a system. A part of requirement engineering is traceability, which has
the purpose to document the life-cycle of a requirement. The documentation should provide
information about the requirements life cycle, origin and changes that could easily be tracked
back in time [6].
The requirement engineering process is described by the following steps: Scoping, Fact
gathering, analysis, modelling, validation, trade-off analysis and negotiation.
A requirement frequently starts with a statement of intent, usually from a stakeholder. From a
high level, the first task is to decide the scope intended for the system. A part of the problem
is that stakeholders often do not know what they want and knowledge of the system may often
be vague. This leads to an iterative activity as the scope becomes clearer. When a scope is
defined for a system the information gathering phase begins. The information gathering
consists of system analysis, interviews, observations and documents analysis.
The analysis and modelling for a system generally follow top-down approaches, with focus on
goal decomposition. The questions often asked are:


What are the system purpose/goals?



What objects are involved?



Where is the system located?



When should things happen?



Why is the system necessary?

When an analysis of the system is conducted it produces output that is generally used for
modelling. Requirement engineering has borrowed techniques from system development
methods and conceptual modelling regarding this activity. Modelling concepts as entity
relationship diagrams and flow diagrams is often widely used.
When the previous steps has been completed, a key activity in Requirement Engineering is
conducted, validation. The purpose with this key activity is to getting the users to understand
the implications of a requirement specification and then agree, validate, that the system reflects
their wishes [7].
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In the automobile industry the complexity of requirement engineering have risen. That because
of the increasing electrical components used in vehicles. This is why some standards (IEC
61508 & ISO 26262) have been created to ease development of systems that have specified
requirements to support functional safety [2].
2.2.1

How work is conducted with requirements at Scania today.

When working with requirements at Scania it is usually starts with specifying User Functions.
User functions describes and motivates functions for a specific component. In order to realise
these User Function, Allocation Elements needs to be specified on the system. More about
this in section 2.2.2.
There are two ways of working with requirements at Scania, either by writing requirements
manually in a document editor or by using a requirement management tool. However the
final result is a requirement document that is archived into an archive database (docarc).
When writing requirements in a document editor (e.g. Microsoft Word), templates are used to
keep the requirements documents consistent. When an existing document is updated or
changed, it needs to be approved [8].
At Scania there is currently one requirement management tool that is used in practice,
Rational Doors. This tool provides functionality for writing requirement and to link
requirements between each other to achieve traceability between requirements. The final
result of this work is exported as a requirement document and put into docarc [9].
These documents could be revisited if changes or updates are needed.
2.2.2

Requirement structure at Scania today

Requirements at Scania are structured in requirement documents, these documents describe
the requirements and conditions set on the system. For this part the Fuel Level Display (FLD)
on a truck is used to explain how requirements are specified at Scania.
User Function Description (UFD), describes and motivates functions for a specific component,
in this case the Fuel Level Display. It describes this component and the functionality it provides
for a user. For the FLD the purpose is to prevent a driver from running out of fuel. The functions
in the FLD is to make the driver aware of the fuel level and warn the driver if the fuel level is
low.
For the FLD to show correct values, inputs and variants are considered. A variant can be if a
truck uses one or two sensors to estimate the fuel in the tank. From this data requirements are
proposed that are crucial if the FLD should function properly. One requirement can be:
“The indicated fuel level shall not deviate more than +-5% from the actual volume in the tank”
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To support the requirements a hazard analysis is performed for the functions that the
requirements reefer too. For example what could happen if the FLD show inaccurate fuel
values?
For the FLD there is a User Function (UF) that has two parts to consider: fuel level estimation
and low fuel level warning. The UF describes how the FLD should work and what constraints
should be put on different systems. To realize this UF, Allocation Elements (AE) are defined.
The UF for FLD is divided among two AEs, one for fuel level estimation and one for low fuel
level warning. These AE describes how the functions works and requirements tied to these for
the UF to apply. The AE has requirements on the system architecture, for example input
signals. (Scania internal requirement documents)
2.2.3

ISO 26262 –“Road vehicles-Functional safety”

ISO 26262 is a derivative of IEC 61508 [6] the generic functional safety standard for electrical
and electronic (E/E) systems. ISO 26262 has the goal to provide a unifying safety standard for
all automotive E/E systems. If a company implements this standard it allows for a common
standard to measure how safe a system is.
Functional safety has the objective to provide freedom from unacceptable risk of physical
damage to the health of people either directly or indirectly. Functional safety relies on active
systems, for instance one example is the detection of smoke by sensors and the following
intelligent activation of fire suppressing system [2].
One key component of ISO 26262 is the Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL). The ASIL is
determined in the beginning of the development process. The intended functions of the system
are analysed with respect to possible hazards that could occur. In short terms the ASIL asks
the questions, “If a failure arises, what will happen to the driver and associated road users?”
There are four levels of ASIL (A, B, C, D) with ASIL D being the most safety critical process
and ASIL A being the least. The level of ASIL is determined on a number of factors, probability
of exposure, controllability and severity of failure. ASIL does not address the technologies used
in the system, it focus on the harm to the driver and other road users. The goal with ISO 26262
is to administrate standards in an attempt to prevent potential accidents due to systematic and
random failures [2].
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Figure 2: Shows the ASIL levels and what factors contribute to the ASIL level.
2.2.4

A way of structuring safety requirements according to ISO 26262

Jonas Westman & Mattias Nyberg [8] has provided a reference example how to apply ISO
26262 in practice considered safety requirements from all requirement levels: from a safety
goal of an industrial system down to software safety requirement. The sample case is based
on the safety critical FLD-system (mentioned in chapter 2.2.2) used in trucks.

Figure 3: Breakdown of requirements on a system.
Requirements are broken down as shown in Figure 3, this to enable traceability to other
requirements and system architecture. The hierarchy of requirements are as follows: From a
Hazard and risk analysis to safety Goals (SGs), Functional Safety Requirements (FSRs),
Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs) and Hardware and Software Safety Requirements
(HSRs/SSRs) [11].
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ISO26262 advocates a complete set of safety requirements covering both top level
functionality as well as requirements on individual software components. This enables
traceability on the system architecture which is required for the standard to apply. As a basis
for structuring requirements in this manner presented by the ISO 26262 standard, the article
proposes the concept of contracts and port variables. The purpose with the concept of
contracts is to separate the responsibilities between a system and its environment by imposing
requirements on environment as assumptions in order to guarantee the safety requirements.
The concept of ports which also is mentioned by the authors has the purpose to link
requirement to the architecture, acquiring a direct traceability. [8] [10].

2.3

Motivation for new requirement management tool

This thesis builds upon a conclusion from a previous thesis conducted at Scania. [3]. The
thesis had the purpose to investigate Requirement management tools and alternative
solutions.
Some existing RMT´s were compared for the purpose to see which one Scania could benefit
most of. The conclusion were that a new RMT is needed (alternatively an in-house tool) to fulfil
the needs of Scania, other existing RMT are not flexible enough. To motivate why a new RMT
is needed a list of advantages and disadvantages were presented. The main arguments of
developing a new RMT tool is that it is flexible, easy to integrate with other projects at Scania,
using current version management tools and fits to current development process in Scania.
Also considered was the traceability to system architecture that is needed to support ISO
26262. The disadvantages were that it takes times developing a new tool and it takes time for
it to reach accepted maturity.
This thesis [3] is the main motivation for Scania to implement a new RMT, sadly the thesis that
it was based on were not finished. All that was available were a presentation with the
conclusion, no report. That is why a brief evaluation of other existing RMT-tools is conducted,
to get a perspective of their advantages and disadvantages in this context.
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3. Evaluation of existing Requirement Management Tools
This chapter presents a brief evaluation of requirements tools that are available today. The
evaluation is structured with questions that can be related to the thesis research questions.
The evaluation has been limited to questions that is of most relevance for this thesis. Four
Requirement management tools has been chosen:
RMT

Company

Comment

Rational DOORS

IBM

Used at Scania

PTC Integrity

PTC

Evaluated by engineers at Scania, possible to be
used in the future. Alternative for Rational DOORS.

System Weaver

Systemite

Mentioned in the presentation by [3].

Medini Analyse

ikv++

Mentioned in the presentation by [3].

technologies
Table 1: The requirement management tools that have been chosen for the brief evaluation.
The main question of this evaluation is why are existing tools insufficient in the context of
Scania? To be able to answer this, the following questions have been considered when
evaluating the RMT´s.
A

In what way does the tool provide visualisation of requirements?

B

In what way does the tool support ISO 26262?

C

Summarised comments about the tool including advantages and disadvantages

Table 2: questions that are considered when evaluating existing RMT´s
The first question that is of relevance is how the RMT is visualising the requirements. This is
for covering the various methods the RMT is using for representing requirements visually. The
evaluation also investigates on how and if the RMT´s support the ISO 26262 standard,
furthermore traceability to the architecture. Finally some summarised comments and
advantages/disadvantages for the specific RMT´s.
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3.1

IBM Rational Doors

Figure 4: Screenshot from IBM DOORS showing visualisation of requirements in tables and
hierarchical trees.
a. IBM DOORS provides in visualisation of requirements both lists and hierarchical view.
When using traceability between requirements, links are used. When viewing and
configuration of requirements IBM DOORS has a hierarchal view over requirements
and a tabular view with information regarding the requirement.
b. Supports ISO 26262, extensive documentation to help compliancy with standard in IBM
rational DOORS [11].
c. Comments :
i.

Mostly text based visualisation, tables, trees, lists. Able to generate tables with
relations between them, possible if all relevant requirements are linked. [12].

ii.

Support ISO26262 structure.

iii.

Takes time to learn, bad usability for beginners [13].

iv.

No direct relation to system architecture [14].
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3.2

PTC Integrity

Figure 5: Screenshot of PTC Integrity and the add-on Windchill.
a. PTC Integrity provides both list views and hierarchical views of requirements and
supports drag-and-drop. The benefits according to PTC is that it allows users to
organise their requirements into hierarchies and in that way get an understanding of
their relationships and evolvement throughout the lifecycle. Supports multiple views
that contain information about the requirements structure and views for configuration
of the requirements. Can be synchronised with another tool for the purpose of trace
requirements [15].
b. PTC integrity has support for ISO 26262 safety life circle. Implements both software
and hardware requirements. Allows for automatically computed (ASIL) according to the
ISO 26262 Standard. These hazards are linked to downstream safety goals and safety
requirements. No direct traceability to architecture [16].
c. Comments:
i.

Mostly text based visualisation, tables, trees, lists.

ii.

Support ISO26262 structure

iii.

PTC-Integrity have a lot of functions, the user are presented with lot of
information that may not be of relevance. Can be bad usability for new users,
steep learning curve [13].
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3.3

System Weaver

Figure 6: Screenshot over System Weaver and its requirement manager.
When handling requirements in System Weaver the user navigates hierarchical trees that
contain the requirement information. When selecting a specific requirement in the tree, a view
with detailed information in tables are acquired. Has plug-in for manual editing of requirements
graphs, MetaEdit+. Provides additional views to view details in requirements, mostly text
based. Has the possibility to export data to excel [17].
a. No clear point if it supports ISO26262, (when evaluation was conducted) found
references that mention that it should be integrated. No direct traceability to
architecture.
b. Comments:
i.

Different way to visualise requirements, tables, trees, lists. Possibility to
manually create graphical views for requirements relationships.

ii.

Not clear if ISO 26262 structure is supported.
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3.4

Medini Analyze

Figure 7: Screenshot from Medini Analyze and different views for requirements.
Provides a graphical editor for safety requirements and their relations. Additional information
about requirements is in hierarchical and list views. Also provides graphical editor for the
architecture model with traceability to goals and requirements, but no direct traceability to
architecture. Provides additional views to view information and details about requirements and
traceability to other requirements. Tight integration with development tools as matlab, Simulink
and stateflow [18].
a. Support ISO 26262.
b. Comments:
i.

Different way to visualise requirements, tables, trees, lists. Possibility to create
graphical view for requirements relationships.

ii.

3.5

Support ISO 26262 structure but no direct traceability to architecture.

Summary of evaluation:

Three of four evaluated RMT´s present solutions for managing requirements and support for
ISO26262 structure but do not provide any direct traceability to architecture. Furthermore the
evaluated RMT´s present different alternatives when representing requirements visually. (See
chapter 6: Result)
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4. Theory
This chapter presents theory that should help in answering the research questions of this
thesis. Theory regarding contract- and graph theory, also guidelines and principles for both
usability and visualisation.

4.1

Contract theory

Contract theory is a study that analyses how objects, elements or parties (often referred to as
agents) are bound to a contract and make decisions under certain conditions. Contract theory
can be used in many different areas, e.g. mathematical, economical.
A simple model for explaining how an agent behaves under a contract often revolves around
a take-it-or-leave it offer. If the contract is accepted by the agent, it may choose between an
action and several actions which will have an effect on the outcome. [19]
The article by Westman [10] suggests a method for structuring requirements in ISO 26262 by
using contract theory. The contract theory used in this article is based on contract theory from
a project called SPEEDS FP6. It provides a foundation of contracts that is suitable for
structuring requirements according to the ISO 26262 standard. One purpose with contracts in
this context is that it can provide the necessary support to separate responsibilities between a
system and its environment. This is done by explicitly imposing requirements as assumptions
on the environment. With this support, the safety requirements should be guaranteed. Contract
theory could also support the verification of consistence and completeness of safety
requirements according to the authors.
The concept of ports is also used to structure requirements according to contracts. Ports is the
requirements links to the architecture and its purpose is to acquire direct traceability between
the domain (example is presented in chapter 6). In the article ports are categorised as
uncontrolled ports and controlled ports, this corresponds to the classification input/output ports
on system elements respectively [10].

4.2

Graph theory

Graph theory is the study of graphs which usually are represented by mathematical structures.
A graph in such context consist of nodes/vertices and lines/edges that connects to show a
relation. A Graph G is represented as a triple consisting of a vertex set V(G), an edge set E(G)
and relations that are associated with each edge. Mathematically it can be written as G(V,E).
A graph is then represented graphically by drawing points for each vertex and lines between
the vertices it’s called an edge.
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There exists different kinds of graph, for example there are directed and undirected graphs. In
an undirected graph the edges doesn’t point in any particular direction. In an undirected graph
you could refer a relationship between two nodes as (a->b) or (b->a) [20]]. In contrary a
directed graph has a fixed direction (also called diagraph). Directed graph ties may represent
something and only at one direction or both. Ex. a->b so b can’t point to a [20].

4.3

Usability engineering

According to Nielsen [21] usability is a quality attribute on how easy an interface is to use.
Furthermore there are five quality attributes that defines usability. Learnability, how quick and
easy a user can learn the program and do productive work. Efficiency, the number of tasks per
unit time the user can perform using the system. Memorability, if the user has not used the
design for a period, how easily can they re-establish proficiency. Errors, refers to error rate and
time it takes for the user to recover from errors. Satisfaction, subjective opinions gained from
the user when using the system, e.g. how pleasant are the design to use.
In order to develop an interface some principles can be regarded when considering usability.
Three design principles mentioned by [22] that are frequently referenced are:
1. Early focus on users and tasks: Designers and developers need to have an
understanding on who the primary users are and how they would interact with the
interface. To understand this it is vital to study cognitive, behavioural, anthropometric
and attitudinal characteristics, and to study the nature of the work expected to be
accomplished.
2. Empirical measurement: Early in the development process let the users take part in
design models, simulations and prototypes. The user’s performance should be
observed, recorded or analysed.
3. Iterative design: When problems have been located they must be fixed. There must be
a cycle of design, test and measurement. This should be repeated until a preferable
result is reached.
4.3.1

Usability heuristics for evaluating an interface

The main purpose with usability heuristics is to ease a user’s interaction with a system.
Furthermore the heuristics should be considering by developers during the system
development to prevent delays caused by bad usability designs. The usability heuristics are
created by Nielsen [23] after past experience in research and developing.
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Heuristic

1

Visibility of system
status

Comment
The system should keep the user informed on what is
going on and give appropriate feedback to the user
regarding the status of the interface.
The system should speak the user’s language and provide

2

Match between system

concepts that are familiar to the user. Follow real world

and the real world

concepts and relate to users background knowledge. Most
important, speak the users language.

3

4

User control and
freedom

Consistency and
standards

If a user chooses wrong option or get into an unwanted
state, the user should have a clear option to exit that state.
Should support undo and redo.
Users should not wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow
platform conventions, explains same thing the same way
A design that should prevent error from occurring in the

5

Error prevention

first place. If error conditions exist, present the user with a
dialog before commit to action.
Minimise the user’s memory load by making objects,

6

Recognition rather than
recall

actions, and options visible. Information between options
should not need to be remembered by the user. Relevant
information should be provided when needed, see-andpoint instead of remember-and-type.

7

8

9

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

Help user to recover
from error

Accelerators, may speed up interactions for experienced
users, shortcuts. Tailored for frequent actions.
Dialogues shouldn’t contain irrelevant or rarely needed
information. Every extra unit of information competes with
the relevant units of information.
Error messages should contain information that describes
how to recover from an error. The error messages should
explain the error in plain text, no codes.
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Even though it is better if the system can be used without
10

Help and

documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and

documentation

documentation. Such documentation should be easy to
search and provide concrete steps to be carried out.

Table 3: The usability heuristics created by Nielsen [23].
According to Petrie H & Bevan N [24] heuristic evaluation can be carried out by people who
are not trained in usability methods, but better results may be obtained by trained experts.
Heuristics can be rated depending on how important the problems are, usually a four level
scale can be used:
1. = Cosmetic problem: need not to be fixed unless extra time is available.
2. = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority
3. = Major usability problem: important to fix, high priority
4. = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix before product can be released.
4.3.2

Problem with usability guidelines

One limitation with guidelines is that they cannot deal with choices that are highly dependent
on context, which could be important when designing an interface [22]. The article by Helen
Petrie & Nigel Bevan [24] discuss some problems with guidelines.
Guidelines can usually improve an interface, but they are only generalizations. There may be
context specific circumstances where the guidelines could create a conflict or simply do not
apply. It could also be difficult to apply guidelines appropriately without the relevant expertise
in the application domain. E.g. due of lack experience with disabled people and their
technologies, developers often do not have the conceptual framework needed to apply related
guidelines.

4.4

Information Visualisation

Information visualisation is a way to represent data into something that is easier for a user to
understand. An article by Shneiderman B. [25] suggests that a useful starting point for
designing advanced graphical user interfaces is the Visual Information-Seeking Mantra:
Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. Furthermore Shneidermann discusses
seven tasks at a high level of abstraction that should be considered when designing such
interfaces.
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The basic strategy for Overview is to have a zoomed out view
Overview, overview of a

of the entire collection or a smaller group of the collection. The

collection of information.

ability to have different overviews on different levels of
information.
To be able to zoom in on items of interest. When using a zoom

Zoom

function it is good to have it zooming in a smooth way to
preserve the sense of position for the user.
Filter out items that are not in interest for the user. It allows

Filter

users to specify what content to be displayed, and eliminating
unwanted items.
Allow the user to select an item or group and then get provided

Details-on-demand

with details when needed. A usual approach explained here
is to simply click on an item to get more information in a popup
or menu.
Basically means to show relationships among elements. For

Relate

example click an item to get sub-items or detailed information
about other items that are related by a relationship.
Keep a history of actions among items to support undo, redo.
In Information visualisation a user may produce an unwanted

History

state when navigating the visualisation. The ability to retrace
steps to go back to a desired state is important from a usability
perspective.
Allow the user to extract information or sub-collections that

Extract

are relevant. E.g. let the user save a sub-collection of a view
of nodes.

Table 4: Seven tasks at a high level of abstraction suggested by [25].
4.4.1

Different ways of visualising requirements

The goal with visualisation is to transform data into something that is easier for an individual
sense of sight. Represent data into something that are easier to relate to the real world or
mental model of the user. There are some different directions that could be considered when
working with visualising of information. Heim P., Lohmann S., Lauenroth K & Ziegler J. [26]
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discusses the following alternatives of visualising information, and in this special case,
requirements:


Lists are a standard way to represent information. Lists are valuable for presenting
large datasets in a linear way, especially when combined with functions such as
scrolling and paging. However the linear way limits the expressive power because of
the single dimension to arrange information.



Trees on provide a hierarchical visualisation of information and are able to show two
dimensions at a time. Compared to Lists, trees provide a two-dimensional view of
information. However trees lack the capacity to show multidimensional relationships of
information.



Matrices can be shown to view multi-dimensional relationships between information.
However the way matrices are arranged it may constrain the easy extension and
exploration of the visualisation.



Graphs allows for flexible visualisation of multidimensional relationships between
requirements by representing requirements as nodes and relationships between
requirements as edges. One problem with graph based requirement visualisation is
that it usually do no scale well to large datasets, there are a risk that it will result in a
too complex structure that is hardly manageable or understandable.

4.4.2

Evaluating requirement visualisation

Dulac N., Viguier T., Leveson N & Storey A-M [27] discuss some evaluation principles to be
considered when visualising requirements. Visualisation has the purpose to help users gain
insight from complex data sets, but not all visualisation is useful, sometimes it could even be
misleading. Criteria are needed for evaluating potential visualisation and for creating effective
ones. The article [27] have adapted principles from visual programming and human-computer
interaction research in order to evaluate requirement visualisation.

Principle

Comment
Semantic distance is a concept of the distance between the

1

Minimise semantic
distance

user’s mental model over how the system works and the model
of the system presented by the user interface. By reducing the
semantic distance with visualisation readability, reviewability
and write-ability could be enhanced.
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Basic match/mismatch hypothesis states that problem-solving

2

Match the task being
performed

performance depends on whether the structure of a problem is
matched by the structure of a notation. In visualisation the goal
is to match the task being performed with a visualisation that
minimise the amount of cognitive work.
The goal with this principle is to create a visualisation that will

3

Support the most

be useful for the targeted users and their potential tasks. It

difficult task

should be able to visualise the most difficult tasks and not
simplify them if that makes it less useful for the users.

4

Highlighting hidden

Any notation make some dependencies clear and hide others.

dependencies and

If dependencies that are hidden are relevant to a user the

provide context when

visualisation should provide highlighting of them.

needed

5

Support top-down
review

A powerful way of presenting visualised information is through
an overview. The overview should at the same time provide
detailed information when needed.
Novice and experts users problem-solving strategies tend to

6

Support alternative

differ. Therefore the visual representation need to be flexible

problem-solving

and provide the ability to navigate between abstract as well as

strategies

detailed to be able to support alternative problem–solving
strategies.

7

Show roles being
played

“Visualisation should provide insight into the role being played
by a specific part of the specification.” [27]
Any representation makes some questions easier to answer

8

Provide redundant

while making others harder. Support for a greater variety of

encoding

tasks can be provided with redundant information with different
encoding.

9

Show side effects of
changes

“Visualisation should allow investigating the impact of a change
in one part of specification on other parts ( showing the indirect
effects of changes)” [27]

Table 5: Visualisation principles for evaluating requirement visualisation [27]
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4.4.3

Problem using usability for information visualisation

An article by Chen C. [28] suggests that usability is a critical issue for everyone, especially
when creating successful applications. The overall growth of visualisation is accelerating, the
growth of usability studies and empirical evaluation has been relatively slow. A problem is that
usability issues tend to be addressed in an ad hoc manner and limited to the particular system
at hand.

The major obstacle in most visualisation systems is the complex underlying process. End users
cannot see how the raw data undergoes the transformation to colourful images.
The article by Chen continues with a problem that a majority of usability studies relies heavy
on methodologies that predated information visualisation. Such methodologies are limited
because it cannot be expected of them to address critical details specific to information
visualisation.

4.5

Tools used in prototype development

Here we present relevant tools for realising the prototype. Motivation why these tools has been
used are also mentioned.
4.5.1

Neo4J graph database

The input data to the prototype is collected from a graph database (neo4j). Neo4J is an open
source graph database that is written in java. It stores data in nodes connected by directed
relationships with properties on both. A graph consists of a node or nodes that contain a
property. Nodes are connected to each other by relationships. A traversal is how a graph
database is queried, it means navigating from a starting node to related nodes [29]. Neo4J is
to date the most popular graph database [30].
Cypher query is the graph query language that is used to interact with the neo4J graph
database [29]. Neo4j can also be queried by using Gremlin query language that is a general
purpose graph query language. Cypher queries always begin with a “start” set of nodes, those
“start nodes are then related to other nodes in the “match” clause. Filtering can be done by
using the “where” clause and the “return” clause defines what the result of the query should
be.
An example of a cipher query to retrieve data from a neo4J graph database [31]:
//Actors who played a Matrix movie:
start movie=node:Movie(“title:Matrix*”) match movie <-[:ACTS_IN]-actor
return actor.name, actor.birthplace?
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This query would start with the movie-node with the property “Matrix”. Filtering is done to match
the node with nodes that have the relationship “ACTS_IN”. The result of this query would be
the nodes related and the specific properties name and birthplace.
The strength with graph database is that it is flexible because it can handle complex
relationships and add new relationships without restructure the schema, which could be the
case when using relational database. Relational databases is dependent on a rigid schema
which make it difficult to add new relationships between objects [32].
4.5.2

Visual Studio 2012

Scania often uses .NET when developing front-end tools and the computers at the departments
run Microsoft Windows. For creating the graphical user interface, WPF (Windows Presentation
Foundation) is used. An advantage with WPF is that it gives the developer a view over the
graphical user interface simultaneous when programming. The graphical components of the
GUI are created in xaml-file while a xaml.cs file (C# programming language) is used for controls
connected to the view.
Visual studio 2012 have a plug-in for neo4J API called Neo4jClient. With the neo4jclient it is
possible to connect to a neo4j graph database and manipulate data. The plug-in also contains
API for sending queries to the database for retrieving information, it supports both Cypher
queries and gremlin. When retrieving a query from the database it is stored as a JSON object
[33].
4.5.3

Y-files

Y-files for WPF is a plug-in that enables to generate graphs directly in a WPF-application. It
supports all the functions that are used in yEd graph editor but instead you generate the graph
through C# code. The reason this extension is used for graph generation is that it is already
used in another project at Scania to generate graphs and it has the functionality that is required.
Also by using yEd graph mock-ups can be created and later used to get the same result with
y-files in the prototype.
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5. Method
This chapter includes description of the methods used in this thesis and also an motivation of
why these methods have been used to answer the research questions.

5.1

Initial proceedings

The initial background to this thesis were acquired through meetings with the supervisor. The
work of this thesis is part of a larger project at Scania, to get information about the workflow of
other projects, Scrum meetings were a daily routine. These meetings were valuable to get
information and feedback on the related work of this thesis.
To answer the research questions, this thesis has both a theoretical approach and an practical
approach. The theoretical approach will focus on how requirements can be visualised related
to system architecture. The practical approach will focus on the creation of a prototype that will
visualise the requirements. To confirm that the visualisation is intuitive, interviews combined
with an evaluation of the prototype will be conducted. To be able to strengthen if the
visualisation is intuitive the result will be measured against some principles and guidelines
suggested by literature.

5.2

Research methodology and methods

In the book by [34] there are two main research approaches to choose from and both covers
different ways to conduct research, deduction (testing theory) and induction (building theory).
Deductive research emphasise collection of quantitative data and generalised conclusions.
Inductive research emphasise collection of qualitative data and is less concerned with the need
to generalise. The difference between quantitative- and qualitative data:


Quantitative data: Based on meanings derived from numbers. Collection
of results in numerical and standardised data. Gathered through surveys
and analysed through diagrams and statistics.



Qualitative data: Based on meanings expressed through words. Data is
gathered through interviews, observation or focus groups. This data is
analysed through categorisation and classification.

For this thesis a qualitative research method is most suitable. This decision is based on several
conclusions. The prototype is addressing Scania engineers working environment. Therefore
the user group is limited to Scania engineers. The accessible user group may be lacking in
numbers, which doesn’t suit very well with a quantitative method. As well the engineers may
have their own way of how to work with requirements and therefore no generalised conclusion
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can be drawn. Instead interviews and observations would be a better way to approach to be
able to collect and analyse all the information from every individual engineer [34].

5.3

Data acquisition

Here methods for data acquisition are presented.
5.3.1

Interviews

Interviews are a way of collecting qualitative data for an inductive research. Interviews can be
categorised as structured, semi-structured, unstructured or in-depth interviews. In the book by
[34] they are presented as follows:


Structured interviews are based on standardised questionnaires and will provide
quantitative data.



Semi-structured is based on having questions and/or themes that could vary from
interview to interview. Semi-structured interviews also allows for additional questions
to arise while conducting the interview. This interview form will provide qualitative data.



Unstructured interviews are used when exploring a general area of interest. There is
no predetermined list of questions to work through, instead the interviewee is given the
opportunity to talk freely.

When evaluating the prototype semi-structured interviews are used to get feedback from the
user. Also semi-structured interviews allows for additional questions to arise which could be
beneficial when evaluating the prototype [34].
Interview subjects
It is important to clarify who the interview subjects are to be sure that the data gathered may
be relevant for our research. For this research we have chosen to interview engineers that in
some way encounter requirement engineering in their work. The final application of the
prototype will most likely be used by this group of people in the future, so their answers is of
high relevance.
As stated by Nielsen J [35] the best result come from testing usability with five users. The aim
is to interview and evaluate the prototype with five or more engineers at Scania.
5.3.2

Thinking aloud

Think aloud is a usability engineering method, the definition of think aloud according to Nielsen
[36] is:
‘In a thinking aloud test, you ask test participants to use the system while continuously thinking
out loud – that is, simply verbalizing their thoughts as they move through the user interface’
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The benefits when using this method is that it lets the developer discover what the user really
thinks about the design. The user may also misinterpret design elements which suggests that
the design may need to be discussed or changed if repeatedly misinterpreted by several users
[36].
This method will be using when conducting the prototype evaluation.
5.3.3

Focus groups

Focus groups is a non-standardised interview that is conducted on a group basis, where the
interviewer asks questions to a group of participants. Using focus groups is also a way of
collecting qualitative data for the research conducted. Focus groups concentrate on gathering
opinions, beliefs and attitudes about issues of interest. It can also be used to test assumptions
and evaluate ideas [34].
5.3.4

Scrum

Scrum is a way to work in a team and together develop a product. The development when
using Scrum, occurs in small pieces, with each piece building upon previously created pieces
that will end up in a product. The core of Scrum is governed by three primary roles: A product
owner that determines what need to be built, development teams that build it, scrum master
that ensures the process goes smoothly [37].
Regular meetings three to four times a week regarding project progress. These meetings is for
persons who are involved with the project, milestones are added to a backlog and discussions
on progress. Some milestones are presented or shown as a demo at the meetings, feedback
are received from rest of the group.

5.4

Literature study

The first step of the literature study will focus on theory about contract theory and graph theory,
acquire knowledge on how requirements can be structured with relation to system elements
and how to visualise the requirement. The second step is to get knowledge about theory
regarding usability and information visualisation. This to get some principles to be able to
measure the effectiveness of the visualisation and how to reach an intuitive solution.
5.4.1

Requirements relation to system architecture

Visualisation of requirement can be done by using other requirement management tools but
they do not support any direct relation to system architecture elements. [10] Suggests a way
of structuring requirements using contract theory to ensure consistency and completeness of
safety requirements. The article also present the concept of ports that are links to system
architecture. This is a relative new area of research to structure requirement in such a way.
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Literature regarding information visualisation and visualisation of requirements has been
studied to get a picture on how the visualisation can be achieved. These articles furthermore
also can be used to strengthen the design decision of the visualisation of requirements.
5.4.2

Principles and guidelines for intuitive solution

To be able to achieve an intuitive solution, literature regarding usability and how to evaluate
visualisation has been reviewed. This for the purpose of get some foundation to be able to
measure if the visualisation is intuitive for the users in this domain, or how to reach an intuitive
solution. Also this literature has been in mind when designing the prototype.

5.5

Implementation of prototype

To be able to test the visualisation and evaluate the result a prototype is being developed. An
evaluation will be conducted to test the visualisation concepts against the user. To make the
tool intuitive and reflect the way engineers work with requirements, an evaluation of the
prototype is required.
The result of this evaluation will be the basis for how to reach the goal with an intuitive design.
5.5.1

Evaluation method

The evaluation method will be used to get qualitative data by conducting semi-structured
interviews and combine it with the think aloud while the user test the prototype. The structure
of the interviews/evaluation will be as following:
Step 1: Conduct a pre-interview before user test prototype, this interview has the purpose to
get background information about and how the user work with requirements.
After the first interview the user get the option to test the prototype and get a feeling for the
concept. The purpose with conducting the first interview before the prototype test is to get
answers that would not reflect on something presented in the prototype.
Step 2: During the prototype test the user will have the possibility to “think aloud”, this enables
to observe the reactions of the user when testing the prototype.
Step 3: After the user have tested the prototype some questions regarding the prototype and
the concept will be asked.
5.5.2

Purpose with evaluation

The purpose with this evaluation is to collect qualitative data which could be used to draw
conclusions about design decisions and propose guidelines that support an intuitive design for
the prototype.
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5.6

Related work

Here related work which is relevant to the work of this thesis are presented.
5.6.1

Espresso demonstrator

This thesis is part of a larger project called Espresso. One part of the project is Espresso
demonstrator, which provides information from the source and add it into a graph database.
This information is about the architecture and requirements. This enables possibilities to view
and relate architectural- and requirement information. A more detailed view over the tool chain
for this project is presented in chapter 6.3.2.
5.6.2

Structuring of requirements

Another thesis work conducted at Scania has been working with the structuring of requirements
according to the ISO26262 standard by using the concepts of contract theory and ports.
Requirement information is structured in YAML format, this format has the advantage to be
both human and machine readable compared to other formats, such as JSON and XML. This
thesis is also part of the Espresso project and the pre-processed requirements files are parsed
into the database and there linked to the architecture (Harsha Singaraju).
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6.

Result

In this chapter result are presented from the literature studies and the implementation of the
prototype. The chapter also presents the result from the evaluation of the prototype.

6.1

Result evaluation of other Requirement Management Tools

All RMT´s provide a solution for a variety of needs when managing and visualising
requirements. The disadvantage is that the work conducted must be adapted to the solution
provided by the RMT´s. Some of the RMT present a graphical view of requirements but they
need to be created manually or imported from another source. Requirement relationship to
architecture elements are not supported in the evaluated tools (see chapter 3).

6.2

Literature studies

Presented here are the result from the literature studies.
6.2.1

How to visualise requirements and relation to system architecture

The articles by [8] and [10] suggests methods for structuring requirements and how to link
them to the architecture. This is a relative new way of structuring requirements, some concepts
that are suggested by this method are ports and assumptions.
Ports
Requirements link to the architecture are enabled by using the concept of ports. Ports exist in
the architecture and model tangible properties of the real world. In the articles a requirement
is considered to be a relation on a set of ports of the architecture. Therefore a direct
traceability between the domains can be acquired [8].

Figure 8: Figure that shows an example over the concept of ports. The grey boxes
represents system elements, the smaller white squares represents ports on the system
elements.
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Contracts
Contracts are used to order model dependencies between requirements that are allocated to
system elements. The concept of contracts has the purpose to separate the responsibility
between the system and its environment. In the example presented in figure 9, one
requirement for the E/E-system of the truck is visible (R_01). However, in order to be able to
satisfy this requirement, it needs to assume that the sensor has been correctly installed in the
fuel tank. Therefore the assumption can be captured as a sub-requirement (A_EE_1) of the
environment. This support the requirement breakdown that is needed to support ISO 26262
standard [10].

Figure 9: An example on how requirements can be connected graphically to system elements.
To ensure that the requirement (R_01) are satisfied an assumption (A_EE_1) is needed.
Graph
Visualisation methods were reviewed from the literature, especially the article by [26] that
discusses different ways of visualising information. The literature discussed strength and
weaknesses with different ways of visualisation, the visualisation focused on were graph
visualisation. A graph visualisation seems to be the best option to use in the prototype due to
that requirements structured in this fashion could create complex relationships (see figure 9).
Graph visualisation has the advantage to be able to show multidimensional relationships, other
visualisation methods (tables, trees) lacks this advantage.
6.2.2

How to measure the evaluation result

Theory about usability heuristics and visualisation principles has been considered when
evaluating the prototype. The usability heuristics and visualisation principles (both presented
in chapter 4) should help to strengthen design decisions or to propose guidelines/heuristics
that are relevant to reach an intuitive solution. The result of the literature study were to divide
the most relevant heuristics and principles in two blocks, one representing the visual
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representation, the other block represent visual interaction and workflow. Not all heuristics and
principles presented in the literature study are included, only those that felt relevant to this
stage of prototype.
The first block has the purpose to evaluate the graphical representation of requirements.
Grouped together are heuristics and visualisation heuristics that together summarize this
attribute. By evaluating the individual principles we can get a picture how important these
principles are for realising an intuitive visualisation of the requirements.
Block 1: Visualisation representation.
Principle

Comments

Match between system and real world

How the system match the concept the
user have of requirements and relation
to system architecture.

Match task being performed

How the system match how work is
conducted with requirements.

Semantic distance

Should be minimised if the attributes
above is fulfilled.

Table 6: From the literature study we found that these properties should be fulfilled in the
visualisation of requirements to make it intuitive.
The hypothesis are that if the principles: If match between system and real world and match
task being performed applies then it should reduce the semantic distance. Semantic distance
is the mental image the user has and the system model presented in the tool. Match between
system and real world is a heuristic that aims on creating a representation in an interface that
reflects on how users picture the concept in the real world. Match task being performed is a
principle that aims for making the visualisation match tasks the user would want to work with.
If these two attributes are reached when conducting the evaluation it would result in a
visualisation that minimises the semantic distance and in turn would contribute to an intuitive
design.
The second block will evaluate the graphical interaction/navigation of requirements. By
evaluating the individual principles we can get a picture that shows how relevant these
principles are for the prototype and how important these principles are to create a RMT that
reflect on how engineers would interact with requirements.
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Block 2: Prototype interaction
Principle

Comments

Highlight hidden dependencies

It should be clear to see if an element
contains details, and how to access these
details.

User control and freedom

The user should be able to freely navigate
the interface without hindrance when
conducting tasks.

Recognition rather than recall

Relevant information should be present
for the user and should not be recalled
when conducting tasks.

Support top-down review

The user should have the option to get an
overview and access details when
needed.

Table 7: Interaction and navigation principles for an intuitive design.

6.3

Implementation

Here the result of the implementation of the prototype are presented, which tools were chosen
and some design decisions used from the literature studied.
6.3.1 Predevelopment of prototype
Before starting developing the prototype, mock-ups over the visualisation and interface were
created. The purpose of the mock-ups were to get an understanding on how the tool could look
like and to get feedback from relevant sources at Scania before starting the development. Two
tools recommended by internal sources to use when creating the mock-ups were Balsamiq
and yEd.
Balsamiq is an application for creating graphical user interface mock-ups [38]. This application
was used in the thesis to have an early conceptual model of the interface in the prototype.
These mock-ups from the tool had the purpose to provide feed-back before beginning the
implementation of the prototype.
yEd is an application that features creating and editing of diagrams and graphs. It supports a
variety of functions for modelling graphs [39]. This application is used to design and test some
requirement visualisation before implementing it to the prototype. yEd uses the same graph
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design as the yWorks tool y-files, y-files is used in the prototype to generate the requirement
graphs (visualisation). The graph mock-ups done in yEd were used as basis for the design of
the requirement visualisation in the prototype.

Figure 10: Early mock-up created using Balsamiq, the graph image was created by using yEd
graph editor.
6.3.2 Development of prototype
Here we have motivated the design decisions for the prototype based on theory and feedback
received from mock-ups.
Requirement retrieval
As mentioned the requirement are stored in a graph database, furthermore system architecture
elements are stored in this database as well. Another thesis had the purpose to structure
requirements according to ISO26262 (see chapter 5.6), that information has been collected
from the source. These data is then parsed to the graph database. In the database there are
also information about the system architecture (see chapter 5.6). This enables to get a relation
between requirements and architecture elements in the database.
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Figure 11: Image over the tool-chain for the ESPRESSO demonstrator (see chapter 5 related
work). It explains how data is retrieved from the source (perforce) and is used in different tools.
The information about the requirements are collected from source and parsed to the neo4j
graph database as pre-processed yaml-files. Information about the system architecture is also
retrieved from perforce (c and h-files) and parsed into the database. The prototype (RMT)
collects the information from the neo4j graph database and visualise it.
To know how the information about the requirements is stored in the database and how it
relates to the system architecture, a meta-model is used. It facilitates on how the structure and
relationships are connected to the nodes in the database.
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Figure 12: Image that shows a part of the meta-model. The green nodes represents nodes that
contain information about the requirements. The relationship from the green nodes to other
coloured nodes show connection to system architecture.
In the prototype a database client is used to retrieve the relevant information from the
database. The retrieved requirements is stored in a way to keep the information about
relationships between requirements and ports. The stored requirements and ports are in turn
visualised by using y-files to generate graphs based on the stored requirement information.
Visualisation
When evaluating the four different ways to visualise information each of them have their
strength and their weaknesses (see chapter 4.4.1). Graph visualisation was considered for this
prototype because it can show the direct relationship between requirements and also it may
minimise the semantic distance between system and user. The disadvantage of graph
visualisation is that it can be to complex when handling large amounts of nodes. In the graph
a node can represents a requirement and the edge from the requirement could represents a
relation to another requirement or port.
When working with the prototype the dataset is not that large, 20-30 nodes, in the final
application that could be 1000+ nodes. To avoid presenting all the data for the user when
collecting it from the database filtering methods were considered, in the prototype a search
field was used. With this search field the user will be able to filter what to view by entering
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keywords such as requirement id or allocation to a specific ECU. The selected requirement in
the search results can then be visualised with its relations.
One guideline presented in the theory was considered (see chapter 4.4): Overview first, zoom
and filter, then details-on-demand. Even though the information can be hidden it still needs to
be shown somewhere. A requirement holds information on what conditions that should be
fulfilled, ASIL-level and other information that are relevant to a requirement. Showing all this
information in a graph would just be confusing. A solution to this would be to show the
requirements and its relations as nodes and just have some information as text in the graph.
In the prototype the only text based information shown in the visualisation are the requirement
id. The additional information should be provided when the user selects a specific requirement.
The Detailed information about the requirement and its relations is viewed in tables that are
not in the graph view.
To apply user navigation and freedom the graph view is also designed so that the user can
navigate and zoom freely with the mouse.
For the colour scheme of the nodes we have chosen to use light shades of colours to mark the
nodes. This because it is more pleasant to view and also easier to read the text in the nodes.
While reducing text in graph the edges has been left empty, to separate the edges between
nodes we have used colour codes. Orange for ports, blue for decompositions and grey for
requirements [40].
For the visualisation of requirements we have created two different views in the prototype. The
first view is what we call the requirement and system architecture view, the second view we
call the collection view.
Collection view
The standard way of structuring requirements at Scania is as user functions and allocation
elements (see chapter 2.2.2). With this structure requirements are grouped as user function
requirements (UFR) and allocation elements requirements (AER). The purpose with this view
is to show the requirements as collections. E.g. A user function collection contains several
user function requirements. As explained in (chapter 2.2.2) allocation elements has the
purpose to realise user functions, in the collection view, a node represent a collection and
edges between collections represents a realisation relationship.
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Figure 13: Images over the visualisation of the collection views. The image to the left is a
representation of the UF and its relation to AEs, and to what system they are associated with.
The right image represents an expanded or more detailed view of the UFs and AEs in the left
view. The nodes are requirements grouped by the grey areas to what UF or AE they are
associated with. At the same time the view show the requirements relation to each other and
ports individually.
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Requirement and System architecture view
The requirement and system architecture view primary focus on requirements and their relation
to other requirements and system architecture rather than UFs or AEs. This view is created
from the concept of contracts and ports explained earlier in this chapter. Furthermore this view
also support the requirement breakdown that ISO 26262 standard requires. This view starts
from a selected requirement other requirements and ports related to the selected requirements
are structured in a descending hierarchical manner. The requirement nodes are then group by
what system or application component they are associated with or allocated to. This view is
implemented into the prototype but it is not meant to be the final version of this view.

Figure 14: Shows a view over the hierarchical requirement graph. In this example the top
requirement

(AER_201_001)

is

dependent

on

the

requirements

(ENV_REQ_001)

(ENV_REQ_002) and (AER462_001) to be satisfied. Green coloured nodes represents
requirements, orange coloured nodes represents ports. The grey boxes surrounding the
requirements represents the allocation of the requirements.
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Concept of requirement and system architecture view
The view discussed above has one flaw, ports are not connected directly to the architecture.
Therefore a new concept of the requirement and system architecture view was created, but
not implemented, due to time constraints. This view has the purpose to let the user get a clear
picture of where ports originate from. Connected to these ports are the requirements.

Figure 15: Part of an image that show a conceptual view over the system architecture view.
This visualisation features ports directly connected to the system elements, and linked with the
requirements.
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6.3.3

Interface

For the prototype a simple user interface was developed with basic functions that would
integrate with the visualisation of requirements in a useful way. The usability heuristics
(presented in chapter 4.3.1) were considered when designing the interface.
One heuristic mentioned in chapter (4.3.1) “Consistency and standards” were considered when
designing the interface. The design would not deviate from what is expected of a graphical
user interface when considering search-field, menu-items and tables. If the graphical user
interface deviates from standard interfaces it could lead to bad usability.
The focus in the prototype is the visualisation so we have kept the functionality in the interface
at a low level.

Figure 16: A view over the interface. In the middle of the interface is the visualisation, on both
sides of the visualisation are tables showing detailed information for a specific requirement.
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6.4

Evaluation of prototype

Presented in this section are the result from the evaluation of the prototype.
The result from the evaluation has been divided in two parts, one part that concentrates on
how engineers work with requirements today. The second part is the result from the evaluation
of the prototype.
Interview subject

Role

Engineer 1 (Edén)

System owner (previous function-owner,
wrote requirements on UF and AE level)

Engineer 2 (Sidén)

Writes requirements directly in documentform.

Engineer 3 (Olsson)

Function developer, writes own requirements
on an AE level.

Engineer 4 (Andersson)

Writes requirements on UF and AE level.

Table 8: Presentation of the interviewed engineers and what role they have when working with
requirement engineering.
6.4.1

Step 1 - How is work with requirements conducted today

The first step of the evaluation is to interview the engineers about how they work with
requirement engineering today. The purpose with this step is to get background information
that could be used to compare the results from the evaluation.
The tools differ among the engineers when working with requirement management, some uses
Requirement-management tools while others tend to use document editor like Microsoft Word.
There are even cases where the requirement management are not implemented in the daily
work, for the reason that requirement management are relatively unstructured in some
departments. One of the reasons with this is that users focus more on their implementationwork and write requirements for their own purposes. A problem with not using requirement
management properly is traceability, to be able to retrace changes [13].
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RM-tool DOORS
The only requirement management tool that is used today at Scania is DOORS, but there could
be a possibility that the RM-tool PTC Integrity will be used in the future. The strengths of using
DOORS according to some of the interviewed engineers is that it:


Supports traceability and individual version management on requirements.



Can generate documents, pictures and tables.



The possibility to link Requirements [13].



Function that allow a user to see relations between requirements and generate a
diagram with relations between requirements, but for this function requirements need
to be linked [12].

Furthermore from the interviews some constraints with DOORS were mentioned [14]:


Export documents, especially for archiving, could lead to constraints on readability.



Constraints in the workflow-process. Requirements can be in different states, for
example a requirement can be in the state “frozen”.



There exist no functions that can show a requirements relationship to architectural
elements.



Users need to put time on learning the program, bad usability for beginners. [13]

One engineer mentions that they do not have any strict structure on how to use DOORS while
managing requirements. This leads to a lot of freedom for the user when they tend to use
DOORS in a way that fit them best individually [13]. Engineers writes requirements in DOORS
and export it to doc format for archiving in docarc. [12]
Writing requirements in word
While the tool is available other engineers choose to write requirements directly in document
editors like word. When writing requirements in a document editor, templates are used to
ensure that right information is inserted into the document. Some drawback when using this
method is that all relevant information for requirements must be searched for. Other constraints
mentioned while using this method, is version management and “freezing” of requirements,
which does not exist when working in word with requirements [41]. By writing requirements in
word the users can directly add it to docarc, there is no need for exporting and reformatting
[12].
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6.4.2

Step 2 & 3 - Evaluation of prototype

This section presents the result from the interviews that regard the prototype. The answers
has been categorised under sections that evaluate different parts of the visualisation in the
prototype.
First impression, think-aloud
A first remark when starting the prototype were the resolution on the screen and the resolution
of the interface, there are a chance that the graphical view “could be tight”. More a technical
detail regarding the resolution of the computer [14].
One of the interviewed engineers, who work with implementation of requirements, thinks that
the visualisation is easy to understand and see a resemblance in another tool they work with
on a regular basis [12]. Another engineer who works with documents when handling
requirements have not really reflected that much on how requirements could be visualised.
When presented with the visualisation concepts, the engineer were interested in the concept
of getting an overview of the requirements and their relation to the system architecture [41].
The interviewed engineers who work with implementation of requirements show great interest
in the visualisation of requirements. The response suggests that a tool like this when working
with requirements could be beneficial for their work, the visualisation feels natural [12] [13].
System architecture view
The general feeling of the representation in system architecture view is that it is a good function
to be able to see the integration between components and what effect changes could have to
specific elements [41]. One engineer said “the human interface between the code and
requirements” [41] when looking at the connection between requirements and ports and see
their relationship.
Engineers that work with implementation of requirements thought that it were easy to
understand the representation of requirements, it resembles Simulink visualisation, according
to one engineer who uses it when working with implementation. The strength with this view is
to be able to see requirements directly on signals and where they originate from [13]. While
the representation of the relationship between requirements and ports are good, some
notations could be confusing according to the engineers. One case that reoccurred during the
interviews were the direction of edges. One engineer mentions that people who work with
requirements usually picture a requirement document in their mental model. When presented
with the requirement visualisation he has remarks on how much information that is viewed at
once, often persons are interested in a specific requirement and its context. The context in this
case is the requirement and its relationship to other elements, not whole hierarchies where
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other requirements and their relationships were shown [14]. This is also discussed by other
engineers especially it could be messy with a lot of requirement nodes in the graph, especially
with the edges between nodes, this problem need to be handled if the tool should preserve its
strength with the visualisation. A remark on this area was that it is flexible to have detailed
information about the requirement in tables and not in the graph. [41]. Another remark on the
system architecture view is that it could be more flexible if combined with an overview view, in
this case the collection view. To be able to travel from an overview perspective and delve down
to a more detailed view [12].
Collection-view
When evaluating the collection view, all of the interviewed engineers understood the concept.
This view resembles the work conducted today for many of them, requirement documents
resembles a collection of requirements. Engineers who had a harder time to at first to grasp
the system architecture view, had an easier time to understand the collection view [41].
Suggestions that arise during evaluation of this view were that it should work as an overview
before continuing to the more detailed system architecture view. This would especially be
beneficial for new users. [14].
For the collection the concept is to get an overview over allocation elements collections that
realises user function collections. This relation were a good feature according to the
interviewed engineers, combined with information that shows what requirements that are part
of a selected collection [41]. Engineers that work with implementation on allocation element
level, likes the feature. To be able to select a specific allocation element collection and see
which user functions that are realised by this allocation element. On an implementation level it
can be beneficial to have a picture over what collections that are affected if changes are made
to another collection. [13]. One function that it is mentioned at some degree by all interviewed
engineers are test cases.
The detailed collection view that show ports relationships to an allocation element is a good
feature. Furthermore it could be beneficial when searching for a bug, it would be easier to
locate it instead of delve through a lot of documents [12].
Interface and navigation
When the engineers got to navigate the interface, it went smoothly. The early design of the
interface were appreciated by the engineers, clean and no unnecessary functions [41] [14]
[12]. One of the engineers had evaluated a requirement management tool that provided the
user with almost too many functions, this could lead to bad usability for new users. There were
some suggestions that the graph space in the interface should get larger space in the interface,
only show information on one side of the graph and not both, as it is now. [13].
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The engineers appreciated that information about the selected requirement are presented in
the information view on the right. Furthermore the information that tells if a requirement traces
from or to another requirement [12].
One remark that were noticed during the interface evaluation, it was not clear what happened
when selecting a related requirement in the tables, that it were changed to the primary selected
requirement in the graph. Navigation through the tables were a little confusing at start.
Graphical representation
The interview subjects generally got a good impression of the graphical representation of the
elements in the graphs. It was easy to understand the concepts when presented with basic
information. The representation was intuitive and easy to understand, except for some minor
remarks on notations, e.g. direction of edges. One engineer explains how he would like to see
the direction of the edges, but guess that it depends from user to user how to interpret the
relation [12].
Engineers who works with Simulink saw some resemblances with the graphs in the prototype
and graphs used in Simulink, which could be good and bad. Good because it would probably
be easy for a user who works with Simulink to get familiar with the prototype, bad in a way that
user who works with Simulink may think that Simulink is enough when working with signals
[13].
Final remarks
Some advantages with using visualisation of requirements according to the interviewed
engineers; one strength is to see the signals and their relationships/requirements. To be able
to control signals, easier to investigate where errors could occur and similar. Overall to have
visualisation also improves traceability and be able to see what requirements that are up-todate, no need to search in six month old documents to search when doing changes or updates
[13].
Some discussions throughout the prototype evaluation were the importance of filtering. When
working today there could be many relationships/nodes that may be relevant to a specific
requirement. Furthermore the graph view can grow out of control [12]. To keep the visualisation
intuitive filtering is an important function according to the engineers, to be able to specify a
requirements context and choose between levels of hierarchy [41]:
‘To be able to catch relevant parts in a spider web of information.’ [41].
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7. Analysis and Conclusion
In this chapter conclusions from the literature studies, implementation and evaluation are
discussed for the purpose of answering the research questions.

7.1

Visualisation of Requirements and their Relations

The conclusion of the first research question.
7.1.1

Requirement Traceability to architecture

To get the relevant requirement information for the visualisation, data is retrieved from a graph
database. The data in the database are the result of another thesis project, its purpose was to
structure requirement information in yaml-format. The yaml-files which contain information
about the requirement and its relation to the architecture are then parsed to the graph
database. When retrieved from the source, requirement information as well as relationships to
system architecture are included (see chapter 5 – Related work).
The requirements information is structured by the concepts of contract theory and ports. The
concepts of contract theory are used to separate the responsibilities between a system and its
environment. This concept is used to structure the requirements as hierarchies on lower levels
of the architecture which is required to support ISO 26262 functional safety standard. To be
able to link the requirements to the architecture the concept of ports are used. Ports exists in
the architecture and model properties of the real world. With the use of these concepts we
have a foundation on how to visualise the requirements and their relationship to the
architecture.
7.1.2

Method of Visualisation

There could be different ways of represent visualisation of requirements, but due to the
complexity of the relationships, visualisation as a graph is the best option. Other ways of
visualisation could not support this kind of complex relationship structure when handling
requirements and their relationship to system architecture. The evaluation suggests that it may
be easier for users to understand graphs and to be able to see the relationships between
objects.
Disadvantage with graph visualisation is that it could lead to messy graphs if there are too
many nodes visualised in the same space. To work with this disadvantage it is important to
support good filtering techniques that only show relevant information in the graphs. Some parts
of the visualisation should also be presented in tables to improve navigation in large datasets
even further.
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7.2

Intuitive Visualisation

Conclusion that answers the second research question.
7.2.1

Visualisation representation

Visualisation of requirements and their relationship to architecture is a new concept for many
users. In this section an analysis of the result is conducted to see if the chosen usability and
visualisation principles apply and if they should be considered in future iterations of the tool.
Match between system and real world
From the evaluation it was noticed that engineers that write requirements as documents had
easier to grasp the collection views in the prototype than the more detailed view. Most likely
because requirements documents corresponds to a collection of requirements. Furthermore
they had an easier time understanding the detailed view after getting familiar with the collection
view. A requirement document is a collection of requirements at a certain level, User function
or allocation elements. These users seem to benefit from first viewing the collection view to be
able to see the relation between requirement collections and then see the detailed view of each
collection with requirements relationship to ports.
The users that work with requirements on a lower level had easier to grasp the more detailed
views than those who work on a higher level. These user did also grasp the collection view
with ease. Engineers who uses the application Simulink had easy to grasp the detailed view
especially the relations between requirements and ports. This is partly because the
visualisation in the prototype resembles the visualisation in Simulink.
Match task being performed
As mentioned many engineers work with requirements as documents and following templates
or directions in a tool to write the requirements. For the visualisation to be understandable to
the engineers it is important that it reassembles the tasks that the engineers are used to when
writing/working with requirements. When working with requirements engineers’ first states user
function requirements, to realise these requirements, allocation elements requirements are
stated on the system architecture. When writing requirements on an allocation elements the
engineer need to locate which signals that are relevant, it could mean that the engineer need
to search through a couple of documents and sometimes guess or estimate where a signal
originates from. When presented with the detailed view the engineers all agreed that it is an
important feature to see a requirements relationship to the system architecture. One engineer
that writes requirements and implements them on a low level stated that to be able to visualise
the code, the relationship between requirements and signals, is a powerful feature.
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To achieve low semantic distance
To be able to visualise requirements relationship to system architecture is a powerful function
that doesn’t exist today at Scania. But not all visualisation may be good, some may even be
harder to grasp [27]. For the visualisation to be intuitive it should reflect on how the engineers
conduct their work in requirement engineering. By minimising the semantic distance there is a
good change that the visualisation could be comprehended by the users who work with
requirements and their daily routines, visualisation readability, reviewability and write-ability
could be enhanced. According to the evaluation, one way to achieve this for the visualisation
is to follow the two principles Match between system and real world and Match task being
performed.
7.2.2

Workflow in prototype

Presented in this section are the conclusion from the result that evaluate the interaction in the
prototype. Suggested here are the principles that are important to keep the tool and
visualisation intuitive.
Highlight hidden dependencies
One of the more important aspects of this from the evaluation was to not show everything
connected to requirements, only show the context to a specific requirement and then let user
chose how many levels of the hierarchy to be viewed. When navigating through collections,
show collection elements in graph and collection content in tables. The user also have the
option to directly click a requirement in that collection to show the context of the specific
requirement.
User control and freedom
The interaction and navigation in the tool is important for the users, from the evaluation there
were noted that some rework of the navigation between requirements should be made. Users
wants to be able to navigate in all directions when viewing requirements. Furthermore the
engineers from the evaluation appreciated the clean interface and to not have too many
functions visible.
Recognition rather than recall
Feedback from the interviews stated that it was good to have relevant data presented when
selecting a requirement. To be able to give detailed information about the selected requirement
and its context, not let the user circle through multiple requirements to get the desired
information.
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Support top-down review
A majority of the interview subject had comments regarding filtering and only show the context
of a specific requirement. The requirement sample case in the prototype is limited compared
to requirements in the real workflow. So it seems like it is important to provide a good filtering
function/option to the interface.
From the interviews we noticed that it would be preferred to start from the collection view and
from there traverse down to the system architecture view. This is supported by the information
visualisation mantra mentioned by: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”
[25].
Workflow Summary
When it comes to the workflow in the prototype some aspects were more important than others.
From the evaluation it is suggested that filtering of the requirements and their relationship is
an important feature. To keep the visualisation intuitive and manageable by only show the most
relevant information and context of a requirement, and to enable easy navigation between
requirements and their contexts.
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8. Future work
Presented here are future work and research that may be of relevance for the tool.
Implementation of more views e.g. the conceptual image presented in chapter 6 (figure 6-8).
This view is of relevance because the more detailed way to show where ports originates from
in the architecture. Should be a feature that exist in a future iteration of the tool.
To achieve an intuitive design future iterations of the prototype should focus on user-tests. Not
only focused on visualisation but also with regards on functionality. It is also crucial to get more
user opinions to provide more legitimate feedback. It is not easy to get a lot of engineers to
test the prototype in a limited time period, but instead focus on continued testing through the
development phase of the tool. Engineers at Scania are very busy people.
Continuing to have filtering in mind when it comes to visualisation due to the importance of this
feature to ease the workflow with the tool. For this prototype a limited sample of requirements
is used. In later iterations of the prototype more requirements should be added to be able to
test and implement effective filtering methods. If not filtered it could be over thousand nodes
and their edges, which will not be readable.
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9. Discussion
This chapter will present a discussion on what have been successful and less successful, also
how work could have been conducted with the knowledge we have today.
What have been successful?


The implementation of the prototype has worked fluidly, mostly because of the division
of work. How to retrieve data from the database took some learning, either of us has
worked with a graph database. Successful to have one student focus on the database
quarries and one focus on implementing the interface.

What has been less successful?


The aim at the start was to have at least five engineers evaluate the prototype, we
ended up with four. The problem is that the engineers at Scania are very busy and does
not have a lot of time at their disposal. But we think that the result would not differ that
greatly with the lack of a fifth engineer. The engineers who conducted the evaluation
had different background but provided a “unison result”, so we think the effect of having
a fifth engineer do the evaluation would not change the result greatly.



At the start of the thesis the visions were a bit unclear, some work done were
unnecessary. For example some theories, design choices.



To draw the line when the prototype was ready to be evaluated.

What could have been done differently?


With more clear directives a prototype ready for evaluation could have been delivered
earlier. This could also made booking evaluation time with the engineers more flexible,
due to their strict schedules.
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10.
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Appendix A

Additional data

Appendix with data that has been collected through focus group discussion (brainstorming).

Brainstorming events
Under the development of the interface some brainstorming events occurred. The purpose of
these brainstorming events is to provide a “wish list” for the application. The first
brainstorming events were not to brainstorm over a specified topic in the design but more a
overall brainstorming about the interface and what would be desired in the complete product.
Brainstorming event 1 2013-10-17
This brainstorming event was in conjunction with the start-up of this project (RMT). The
participants were the project leaders and key persons that works in parallel to this project
and contributes to it on different levels.
Brainstorming event 2 2013-10-24
This brainstorming event was with participants that works in any way with requirements,
engineers. The purpose of this event was for them to specify a wish list what they would like
to see in the final product.
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Table 1: Brainstorming event – Uppstart RMT – 2013-10-17
Ideas from first brainstorming - Uppstart RMT - 2013-10-17
Mapping to
Time as in (e.g. timed requirements level in
automata
ISO 26262

Wow effect for demo

demo based on user
case

Link to Hazard

Documentation,
Keep & print, ISO
for certification
26262 - related info process

Identify the real
big problems of
engineers ( with
check run while
respect of
writing
Fault trees & FMEA requiremnts)

Support in writing
requirements,
dictionary,
Remocal/editing
autocomplete, patterns, /changing/relati Keyboard navigation
tamplates
on - tools
(not only mouse)
Connection
Checking of
between
integrity/consistency
Coupling to
requirements and
between requirements
requirements:
verification artifacts
and sub requirements Status of testing
verification
and acitivity
Intuituve, easy to use,
no need to take
course to understand
the interface

Requirements
verification tool,
support for RMP
Integrated with other
projects, show
corresponding views
from other projects
such as AB
Requirement
breakdown to
subsystems/subgrou
ps of post

Navigation by
click instead of
search

Coverage of test
unit

Versions of
requirements e.g.
different SOP or
p1/p2/p3

AE-requirements
depending on
Map AE to SW FPC/EOL codes
Map to VF to SWstructure
map to architecture structure

Generation of test unit

Several
representation
Filtering/highlig
formats:
hting
immediate feedback simullink, event-B

Comparing several
requirements allocated
to different elements

Detection of
requirement
Collapsed links ambiguity

Requirements
feedback

Parsing of
requirement syntax,
error identification and Linking to parts of
suggestion for
requirement to
correction.
architecture

Requirements
completness
analysis

Follow links in AB

Export/import from
requirements IF

Export to test
management

Save specific
views

Clear link to
motivation for
requirements

Impact analysis

Requirements based on Requirements
architecture
decomposition
(variability/config)
graph

Report generation

Requirements
invalidation (e.g. bus in
req not code)

Detection of
requirement
ambiguity

scope verification
Requirements
traceability over
changed
architecture ( no
requirements lost
on architecture
change)

Requirement
change/review
tracking
Survey among
reserachers
working for
current tools
Tracing of
verification
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Table 2: Brainstorming event – Scania engineers – 2013-10-24
Result after first "brainstorming - Scania engineers - 2013-10-24
Should support
"intressant-analys"
(externaly from
requirements and the
truck)

Model as
requirement

Architechture coverage- Visualization of
analysis
requiremnets.

Behaviour coverageanalysis

"Multi-language.
Automatically
translation.

Views should be
created from.
Parameters,
signals,
requirements,
blockfunctions in
code,
Automatic-analysis,
blockfunctions of
Tracing, ASIL, Scoping requirements

welldefined,
checked against
rules. Traces
Formal
authentication

Connection to
failures/hazards. FMEA

authenticationlevel. How is it
reviewed.

Review-support
All information that
is input should be
traceable to the
"source"

authenticationmethods

MSC:es should be
able to generate
from requirements,
testcases including
"FAD" information.

Links to signals should
excist in the
requirementsdescriptio
n

Requirementsconnected to
chosen
architecture
element

Requirement
formalized with
welldefined
architecture
element.

"good requirement"
analysis. See
DODT/Reuse

Different notations

Identify "circular
reasoning"

Built-in archiving

Branching and
merging

FPC & ECO controlling History

Original data of
the same kind
shouldnt be
Functionalstored at two
description (not in
different locations. requirement form)

Possible to generate Ccode tables from
requirement on "driftstatistics" and
communication
Well-defined
diagonistics.
autolog

Clear updatereport between
different releases
of the same
system.
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Appendix B

internal interviews

Interview form that we used to structure the questions asked on the interviews. Also in this
appendix are a summarisation of the interviews conducted.

Interview forms
First step of interview

Main question

Additional question

Clarifying question

In what way do you work
with requirements?
What RM-tools do you

-Why are you using that

-Pros and cons with that

use when working with

tool?

tool?

-Are there other RMT

- Pros and cons with that

tools you are using?

tool?

-Do the tool/s have any

- What are these

constraints that interfere

constraints and how do

with your work?

you work around this

requirements?

OR

constraint?
- Do these constraints
force you to use other
tools?

(If not using RM-tool)

-Why are you using that

- pros and cons with that

tool instead?

tool?

-Why is it difficult?

- Could it be done

What tool do you use
instead?
What is the most difficult
task?

simpler?

OR
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Most complex task when
working with
requirements?
(open ended question)
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Second step of interview
Main question

Additional question

What are your feelings

-Does the representation

toward the concept of

reflect your view on

visualising the

requirements?

Clarifying question
(if yes)
-In which way?
- Could it be done better

requirements?

for your needs?

(if no)
-Why didn’t the
representation “feel
good”?
- How could it be done
better?

Additional questions?
What is your feeling
toward the hierarchical
view?

What is your feelings

Additional questions?

toward UF/AE view?

Additional questions?
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What is you feelings
toward the different
grouping of requirements?
(UF/AE/Other)

-Could the visualisation
ease some of the work

(if yes)
-In what way?

conducted with
requirements?

-Could it be done even
better?
(if no)
-Why?
-Could it be realised in
this concept or other way?

What do you think about
the representation in

-Does some
representation confuse?

colour and figures?

Was it easy to navigate
the interface and the
graph?
Was it easy to understand
what all the functions do
in the interface?

If no
-why?

If no
-why
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What are your feelings

-Is it a good way to

-Does it lack some major

toward the information

present information about

information?

view?

requirements?

What are your feelings

-Were it easy to navigate? (if no)

toward the interface in the

-Why?

prototype?
-Were it clear how to
search and use the
information?

(if no)
-Why?

(open ended question)
What do you like to have
in the prototype that could
make you to use it instead
of other RMT:s?

Interview results: First interview 2014-02-04
 Name and role: Jonas Edén
 In what way do you work with requirements?: For the moment he is a systemowner and does not “write” requirements so often. As a system-owner he has a role
where he is more keeping watch over things around the system. Previously he was a
function-owner and then he wrote requirements on a UFR (user function requirement)
and AER (allocation element requirement level).
 What RM-tool do you use when working with requirements?: When he was
working with requirements he used DOORS as a RM-tool. The tool could be used to
generate documents, pictures and tables.
o Why are you using that tool?: The only alternative presented for them at
Scania, another RM-tool is being checked, PTC-integrity.
 Pros and cons with that tool?: The strengths with using DOORS is
traceability, individual version management on requirements and
history. Support baselines. The tool have a function for showing
relationships steps above and under requirements.
o Are there other tools you are using? (complementing tool): no
o Do the tool/tools have any constraints what interfere with your work?:
Problems that occur by using DOORS is exporting of documents (you usually
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want to export documents pretty often), especially for archiving, imposition,
and could be constraints on readability. Requirements can be in different
states, for example requirements can be “frozen”.
Constraints in the workflow-process. No simple support for requirements in
different states. There exist functions that can show a requirements
relationship to other requirements but a requirements relationship to
architectural elements are non-existing. Then you must relate to a requirement
document to get this information.
Requirements relationships to other architectural elements are non-existing in
DOORS.
(If not using RM-tool) What tool do you use instead? : Word is an alternative, but
Jonas was not using it when working with requirements.

Final remark: Jonas thinks that it should be a function in a RM:tool that show requirements
relationships with architectural elements (interface). Interfaces are given from its architecture,
“in his world”.
Test of prototype
First impression: The resolution of the interface, could it be “tight” to show the graphs on
different computers.


What are your feelings toward the concept of visualising requirements?
o Does the representation reflect your view on requirements?: People
generally think of a requirement document in their mental model. Also it
depends on how people work with requirements, often a person is interested
of a specific requirement and its context.
o What is your feelings toward the hierarchical view? (first view)
Too much information is shown when the steps are in hierarchies. Would be
nicer to crop down the relations between requirements, only show one
requirement and its context. The information that is shown in the information
view (context of requirement) could be generated instead of the whole chain to
other requirements. Also a suggestion to use hierarchical list trees as
compliment, but then we have the problem with multidimensional
relationships.
o What is your feelings toward the UF/AE view?
Liked the view of collections, an alternative is to start from this view and then
filter through details. For someone that is not familiar to the concept it could be
safer to begin in a view that feels “safer” and then traverse in the requirements
levels. For example from an AE (Allocation Element) -> AER (allocation
element requirements).
Change the direction of the arrow. So a “styrenhet” knows what it has for
requirement on it and not the other way around.
o Could the visualization ease some of the work conducted with
requirements?: It could by including elements that are not presented in
existing RMT:s today. For example by showing requirements relationship to
architecture. No need to search through requirement documents to get all data
needed.
o Was it easy to navigate the interface and graph? :
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He likes the idea to have a fast navigation in the interface.
What do you think about the representation in colour and figures?
Generally a good impression, but with some regards for notations. For
example edges when handling ports, show direction for I/O signals.
The direction of arrows could be confusing at some times.
What do you like to have in the prototype that could make you to use it instead
of other RMT? (Open question):
It would be interesting to have a view (concept view) that shows functions and the
included elements (input elements). This view should ignore the traceability. Focus
on the included elements!
o



Do not show everything as hierarchies! There are much more interesting to view
context of selected item.
Would also be an interesting perspective to show different levels, for example
sesamm-level, ecu-level.
Show less in views, for now too much information is shown.
Interview result: Second interview 2014-02-04
 Name and role: Peter Sidén
 In what way do you work with requirements?: Peter writes requirements manually
in word documents and implements with regards of requirements. The only tool he is
currently using when working with requirements are Microsoft Word and templates
how requirements should be written. Peter has earlier worked with some RM-tools but
not at Scania, but he has evaluated some tools.
 What RM-tool do you use when working with requirements?: Does not use any
RM-tool.
 (If not using RM-tool) What tool do you use instead? : Writes requirements in
Microsoft Word.
 Constraints/problems: Constraints appear regarding traceability and testing,
another problem is version management and “freezing” of requirements. When writing
requirements he needs to search for relevant information in documents.
He mention when working with requirements and traceability, it is hard to get a proper
overview over the requirements and their relationship.
Test of prototype
First impression: First remark is that it could be messy with a lot of requirements. The
problem will be that it is a lot of I/O signals (for example if it was 50 signals), in our case it
would result in a lot of edges between requirements. Test-cases are a subject he asks for
directly. (not supported in prototype)


What are your feelings toward the concept of visualising requirements?
o Does the representation reflect your view on requirements?: Peter has
not reflected that much on how a visualisation of requirement would work,
mostly because when he works with requirements it is through documents.
But he likes the idea to get an overview over requirements, traceability and get
the connections/relations to source data. He notice that it is a nice function to
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be able to see the integration between components and what affect changes
could have to specific elements.
o







What is your feelings toward the hierarchical view?: He likes the idea with
the requirement relationship to ports (signals and rtdb) and could see it as a
strength if handled right. Ports should be objects.
o What is your feelings toward the UF/AE view?
When selecting a collection it was not clear that the requirements in that
collection were shown in a table.
o Could the visualization ease some of the work conducted with
requirements? : Peter see potential in visualising requirements and
especially if it works with version management and the connection to
architecture. One major point that Peter returns to is filtering, it will be a lot of
nodes in the graph if used in real practise and then a user must be able to
filter requirements/elements in an easy way. Also noticed when regarding
filtering is to choose which level in the hierarchy you want to see.
o Was it easy to navigate the interface and graph?: Peter navigated through
the interface without some bigger issues. But every option was not clear,
changes in the tables when an element is clicked.
o What do you think about the representation in colour and figures?: The
graphical representation is easy to understand with regard from some basic
background information about what is represented. Intuitive and good to have
information in tables complementing the graph. He likes that information are
“slimmed”.
What are your feelings toward the information view? (left side in interface):
Peter likes the idea to have information regarding the requirements in tables instead
of representing it in the graph. Also the function to choose a requirement from a table
and generate it as a graph.
What are your feelings toward the interface in the prototype?
General impression of the Graphical User Interface is good, he likes that it is clean of
unnecessary toolbars and functions.
What do you like to have in the prototype that could make you to use it instead
of other RMT? (Open question): Peter suggests to represent the V-model [referens
angående detta] in the interface. From the V-model the user can choose which level
to visualise. The level represents hierarchies, from high abstraction in the beginning
and lower abstraction in the steps below. But ports are not represented in the Vmodel.
One problem that he could notice with the prototype is the filtering. What if it is 50-100
nodes, it will be a spider web of information, to catch relevant parts of this web will be
important.
He think that the tool in the future could be very powerful if handled right (connection
to source data), good solution instead of having multiple separate Requirement
management tools.
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Peter discussed the importance of ports, when he works with ports it is important to
see relation on how you put requirements on a port. “the human interface between
the code and requiremnets”
Also mention testing would be nice complement, see if a requirement has been tested
and passed testing.
He has evaluated PTC Integrity where they have traceability between requirements,
but it can be hard to get an overview over the requirements.
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Interview result: Third interview 2014-02-06
 Name and role: Anders Olsson, Engineer at ReSa?
Note: Anders is not part of the Espresso working group.


In what way do you work with requirements?: Anders works with function
developing and a part of this role is to write requirements and do testing, conducted in
simulink. When working with requirements he writes them for himself on a AE level,
there are not really anyone else who reviews the requirements. They really don’t have
the pressure to write requirements, but when they do he uses DOORS. Requirements
management are not so structured at their department, low level of structure. Most
focus are on the software not so much focus on requirements and testing. Problem
when the need of traceability appears.



What RM-tool do you use when working with requirements?: DOORS
o Why are you using that tool?: Only tool available for the moment.
 Pros and cons with that tool?: look below.
o Do the tool/tools have any constraints what interfere with your work?
They have the tool available for use but does not use it often in their daily
work. For example there are 15 attributes you should use when managing
requirements but they only uses 3 or 4 of them. This is for AE requirements,
not so strict, stricter with UF requirements.
He have evaluated DOORS at an earlier stage, approx 10-15 hours were used
in the evaluation. The first he noticed was that it was hard to get used to basic
functions in the beginning. Basically bad usability if you are a new user,
easier if you have put some hours into the program. A good feature of
DOORS is the possibility to link requirements, but it is not really used in their
apartment so it loses its value.
They do not have any strict rules or structure how to use DOORS and
requirement management which means that there are different uses
depending on users, a lot of freedom, which leads to an unstructured use.



Test of prototype

First impression
He like that there are different alternatives in the graphs, different views. A little confused
when clicking around the tables/lists, double-click instead of simpleclick? . Also asks early if
testing is supported (like the rest of the interviewed engineers).


What are your feelings toward the concept of visualising requirements?: First
impression for the visualisation of requirements is great according to Anders. He
would like to have this to improve requirement management in his daily work, like that
it is structured.
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When he got to see the “concept-view” he liked the idea with ports directly linked to
system elements, easier to see how the code looks like in reality. He thinks that this is
an important feature, often developers have some predictions on signals, this view
would help to really see where signals comes from
o





Does the representation reflect your view on requirements?
It was easy for him to see the representation, the visualisation reminds him of
simulink which he uses in his daily work. He mentions that in their daily work
they often work on AE level and it is good to see the relation up to UF, which
UF that is affected by changes in AE elements.
o What is your feelings toward the hierarchical view?
Good to have signals and link to architecture in this view but a little confused
over the signal notation.
o What is your feelings toward the UF/AE view?
A strength if you could see the whole picture of Allocation elements and User
function and their relationship. A wish function should be to compliment with
testing, see if testing is performed and approved. He mentions that a good
compliment to this is to have a “progress value” example 96% of the tests are
done on AE level.
o Could the visualization ease some of the work conducted with
requirements?
Anders mentions some pros with using visualisation of requirements, one
strength is to see the signals and their relationships/requirements. To be able
to control signals, easier to investigate where errors could occur and similar.
Overall to have visualisation also would improve traceability and see what
requirements that are “aktuella”, you do not need to search in 6 month old
documents to search for changes and updates.
o Was it easy to navigate the interface and graph?
Some confusion in the beginning navigating, when to show collections and
when to show requirements, also how the list/tables work.
o What do you think about the representation in colour and figures?
It was good except for some notation for the signals, not clear which represent
input and output. Similar to simulink.
What are your feelings toward the information view? (left side in interface):
He mentions that maybe it is best to only have the information view on one side,
instead of both sides. Takes up one example from PTC Integrity that have a lot of
windows and toolbars, minimises the main function, in our case the graph-view.
What do you like to have in the prototype that could make you to use it instead
of other RMT? (Open question)
With the addition of an editing tool and some branching etc, it would be a strong tool.

Other remarks:
The visualisation is very similar to simulink, on a good and a bad side. The good side is that
users that work with simulink has an easier time getting into the visalisation but at the same
time wonder if it is not enough with simulink.
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If everything is done right, parsing the code in every system together with the visualization.
Enables an easy way to evade errors, people generally dislike to go through documents and
figure out how to make connections for signals.
Anders mentions that it is not often he updates requirements, but when he does it, it should
be easy and no need for backtracking in documents.
Keep the interface minimal, let the visualization take more space in the interface.
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Interview result: Fourth interview 2014-02-13
 Name and role: Robin Andersson, Engineer at REVC.
Note: Robin is not part of the Espresso working group.


In what way do you work with requirements?: Robin works at the REVC
department and they are pretty strict when the work with requirements. They write
requirement at UF and AE level. For example he write a requirement document that is
sent to the RESA department where the implement the requirements on a systemlevel. After that it is returned and they test it directly on the vehicles.



What RM-tool do you use when working with requirements?: Today they write
requirements be using DOORS, they are not obligated to use it, because some write
requirement documents in Microsoft word.
o Why are you using that tool?: He just uses it.
 Pros and cons with that tool? Both an advantage and disadvantage
is the export of documents. He writes the requirement in DOORS and
later export it to doc format, this for archiving it in docark (docarc?),
there are no import from word to DOORS. An advantage is linking in
DOORS, its purpose it to improve the traceability, but currently it is not
used so effectively.
He mentions that you can get some kind of visualisation (diagram
structure) in DOORS but it is if the links works correctly. (for now, it
does not).
o Are there other tools you are using? (complementing tool): No, should be
Microsoft word in that case. He have heard about PTC-Integrity but not tested
it.

Test of prototype
We let the tester/interviewee “think aloud” during the test and take notes of that.
Explain the concept on how the requirements and signals work. (do not talk about the nodes
as assumptions etc)
-

First reaction to prototype
Navigation
Graphical representation of functions
Search/filtering
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First impression
He like that the graph have the information about the requirements in the information views.
He explains that he prefers to be able and click on an element and the relevant information
should appear, no need to search three or four documents for the same information.
What are your feelings toward the concept of visualising requirements?: He discuss
that if having a bigger UF it can be messy and filtering is an important feature. Be able to
filter after what is needed, maybe even add filtering for specific ports to be able to see the
relations of that port. E.g. change a can-signal what functionality does it affect? Furthermore
to see this relation of the port it is easy to know what elements (people, requirements,
systems) is involved when doing a change.
o

o

o

o



Does the representation reflect your view on requirements?: He thinks
that the representation reflects what he is used to, he feels that it follows
SESAMM-view, naturally feel.
What is your feelings toward the hierarchical view?: While he mostly see
the benefits (reflects on how he works today) of the collection-views he like
the hierarchical view.
As he explained it: When a new function is created, begin in collection view 2,
and then traverse to collection view 1, at last hierarchical view to get all the
relevant information at all levels.
What is your feelings toward the UF/AE view?: He likes the view with
collections and collection requirement, it reflects what he mostly works with
(collection view 1). Would be good to see the relation above (not only in tables
in the information-view). The ports relationships to AE is a good feature.
For example when searching for a bug he would like to check AER (allocation
element requirement) but would it be an error with the functionality, the whole
AE (allocation element).

Could the visualization ease some of the work conducted with
requirements?: Robin mention that they lack the connection between how
the system architectural values (FV?) related to the implementation values
(AE?). This could be a strength to be able to see this information. He also
mentions that it is an advantage to be able to see signals relationships, it
could be the same signal but with different alternatives so today he may to
guess where it comes from, trial and error.
o Was it easy to navigate the interface and graph? : General feeling is that
he liked it.
o What do you think about the representation in colour and figures?
Generally he has a good feel for the graphical representation, he discusses
some about the directions of the arrows in collection view. It may depend on
how you work with requirements that depends on how you would like to see
the directions of the edges. But when he works it is in the order: UF -> AE ->
ECU.
What are your feelings toward the information view? (left side in interface): He
really likes that relevant information about the requirements are presented here, a
strength would be to see more information here about collections, UF/AE. Likes the
function that shows “traces from”, be able to see relationships in the information view.
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When it comes to ports he like the idea that attributes like type and unit can be shown
here.
What are your feelings toward the interface in the prototype?: He think that the
interface and menus felt good.
What do you like to have in the prototype that could make you to use it instead
of other RMT? (Open question): Support for FAD documents in the RMT-tool, as it
is now he enters SESAMM and do the FAD-tables, export it to doc format and then
put it to archiving. It would make the work process more flexible to have that
functionality in the RMT.

Final remark
The graph can easily grow out of control in certain views, keep it as clean as possibly for the
user.
This concept (prototype) provides all functions that he would like to work with!
Final word: really great!
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